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Russ Tycho

Russ Tycho is a player character played by Scherersoban.

Russ Tycho

Species & Gender: Male Minkan
Date of Birth: 1日 1月 YE 21
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Pilot

Rank: Santô Hei
Current Placement: Kyoto (Star Army Reserve)

Physical Description

Height 1.7 meters
Mass: 77 kilograms
Hair Color and style: Dark brown done in a military high and tight fade.
Eye color: Hazel
Skin Color: Fair

Notes: Russ Tycho doesn't have any known scars or facial hair. Russ seems to be a very expressive
person. Even when idle his face tends to be very animated with subtle fidgets if left idle. When talking
and engaging someone in a conversation he tends to use his hands as he speaks and usually find him
with his signature almost whimsical smile.
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Personality

The first thing people will note is the energy level of Russ and some would say that he always seem
ready to fly off his seat. One of the biggest passions of his life is flying and you find him talking about
different ships or about his personal craft. In combat due to his inexperience he has been disciplined
several times for inappropriate comm chatter.

With these quirks he also very loyal both to his follow pilots in arms as well as the empire as whole. Due
to his family being rescued in a engagement against Kuvexian this had made him feel in-debited further
to the empire.

History

Born to a loving family in YE 21 on-board the family cargo ship Raven's Flight. Russ Tycho would have a
interesting upbringing being raised and training onboard the old freighter. While still getting a semi
normal education via e-mails and vr class rooms most of the thing he would learn was from both his
parents. Some of the main things they would teach him is finical, mathematics and of course piloting. The
hope of both the parents and also there young son would be he would take over the business one day.

As he got older he would take part more and more in the family business. Starting as a basic crewman he
would learn almost every part of maintaining his void home. This would be from everything from basic
hull repairs, to jerry rigging airlock doors till they could be replaced this would give him a solid technical
knowledge of the ship.But as he tolled away every day he wanted to pilot the ship.

He would eventually get his chance by his 16th birthday when his parents felt like he earned his time. His
father would take the time to teach his son how to pilot the old freighter. Easily finding he was a natural
pilot he would steadily become the ships main pilot over the years as his parents worked to get another
freighter for the small business.

In YE40 he was now the full time pilot and captain of the older freighter. His parents with his younger
sibling was working on the new freighter and they had just began running more lucrative cargo run's
more on the edge of Yamatai space. It was during one of these cargo runs that the small family business
would have it's greatest test, it was attacked by Kuvexian forces that attempted to destroy the two
freigthers.

With no weapons to defend them selfs they tried there best to outrun the hostiles. Russ him self though
in the larger ship tried to protect his family by blocking the smaller freigther with his own craft. This
would slowly tear apart the old freighter and his home he had known for his entire life was burning away.

Thinking he was done for he prepared for his coming death he said a silent pray. Unknown to him his
pray was about to be answered when a Star Army carrier had recieved the distress call and was on its
way. As he saw one last of the Kuvexian ships close in he saw it explode and a sight that to this day
excites him he saw the distinct silhouette of 4 Hayabusa Starfighters pulling away from the wreck.

The combat engagement was quick with the star army fighters quickly driving off the Kuvexian forces
and rescuing the stranded family. It was this moment that Russ knew he wanted to be a pilot for star
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army and protect fellow spacers from the Kuvexian threat.

Despite some protest's from his parent he would enlist with the Star Army and begin training at the
capital to be a pilot. His time there would be very beneficial not only would he be living planet side for
the first time but he would interact with more people other then those crew mates.

During the course of training his instructors would note a few things about the young pilot. He was a
natural pilot and had a mechanical known how that seemed to make him bound with the flight deck crew.
On the switch side though he seemed to have issues with hand to hand combat and newer computer
systems unless it was on a void craft.

Finishing training he would go on to complete certification training in a few craft before deployment.From
here he was rated to fly the Ke-T8 “Kuma”, Ke-V6-2A “Hayabusa II”, Ke-V9 “Nodachi” Assault Fighter and
lastly the Ke-V6-1D “Hayabusa”. This gave him ability to work both in supply as well as several carrier
operations. At the end of these certification courses he would be assigned to the YSS Sakura II to join its
fighter corps.

Skills Learned

Communication: Russ knowns both trade as well Yamataigo.

Fighting: Russ has a basic understanding of both firearms and hand to hand. Though not the most skilled
in these he still a able fighter. Where he does shin is in dog fighting and ship to ship combat training.

Technology Operation: Russ has a passing grade on technology operation but has a knack for older
operating systems due to his time in his family business.

Starship Operations: Russ is a very able pilot and is combat certified on several fighter and shuttle craft.
He also has a ability in larger ship operations. Mathematics: Russ has a acceptable knowledge of this
enough to do his duty as a pilot.

Social Connections

Russ Tycho is connected to:

Wes Tycho - Father
Kasan Tycho - Mother
Turr Tycho - Younger Brother

Inventory & Finance

Russ Tycho has the following:

Standard issue clothing and equipment
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Russ Tycho currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by scherersoban on 10, 15 2019 at 19:53 using the Character Template Form.

In the case scherersoban becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character art by Wes (original face made by Wes with Artbreeder AI and used under public domain CC0
license).

Character Data
Character Name Russ Tycho
Character Owner Scherersoban
Character Status Active Player Character
Current Location Kyoto
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Reserve
SAOY Rank Santô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Pilot
SAOY Assignment Kyoto
Orders Orders
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